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Abstract

VDJ

Integrated circuits, manufactured in CMOS technology,
have been developed as diffusion-based charged particle
spectrometers for space applications. Current designs are
single-chip spectrometers capable of uniquely identifying and
counting electrons and heavy ions. A four-chip spectrometer
designed to count protons and heavy ions was flown on the
Clementine spacecraft. The spectrometer proton data is
compared to GOES-6 prown d2.ta for the 21 February 1994
solar proton evenL
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INTRODUCTION

Flight data from a four-chip CMOS spectrometer designed
to count protons for the Clementine spacecraft is presented.
These chips are configured as SRAMs for integral
spectroswpy. The spectrometer proton data is compared to
GOES-6 proton data for the 21 February 1994 solar prown
event. The Active Pixel Sensor (APS) chips are differential
spectrometers. APS noise floor measurements are shown to
extend CMOS charged particle spectrometer methods into the
electron region. Space Technology Research Vehicle-2
(STRV·2) APS CMOS prawn and electron spectrometer
design methods are presented. CMOS charged particle
spectrometers represent a low cost method of collecting
trapped charged particle data for replacing tbe AE8 electron and
AP8 proton models, the in ternational radiation design
standards used in earth orbiting spacecraft design.

II. CMOS SRJ\M SPECTROMETER DESIGN
A schematic diagram of the SRAM cell is shown in Figure
1. The pulsed current source is used to model a particle strike
on drain Dn2 when calculating the critical charge required to
upset a cell with SPICE [1]. Charge is digitized within each
cell making the SRAM design insensitive to radiation induced
dark current [2]. This cell differs from that of a standard six
transistor SRAM cell in three ways: (1) the source of the p
MOSFET, Mp2, is connected to an adjustable offset voltage,
V 0, instead of VDD to provide a control of the cells critical
charge; (2) the drain area of n-MOSFET Mn2, Dn2, has been
enlarged by a factor of four over minimum to enhance upset
rates, thus reducing measurement time; and (3) the cell is
imbalanced by widening Mn2 over minimum to enhance its
sensitivity to charged particles versus Vo .

Figure I. Schematic diagram of the SRAM cell
placement of V 0 :md the hloated n-drain. Dn2
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In operation all the memory cells are written into a
"sensitive" state where Mn2 is tumed OFF and Mp2 is rumed
ON, connecting Yo to the hloated drain, Dnl. Yo is then
lowered from VDD = 5 V allowing tlle SRAM to accumulate
cell upsets at a given Vo value. Thereafter V o is returned to
VDD and tile cells read to determine the numher of cell upsets.

III. CMOS APS SPECTROMETER DESIGN
Current CMOS chip spectrometer designs are Active Pixel
Sensor (APS) chips that are also being developed by NASA
as, light weight, low power. optical imagers [3.4,5]. APS
spectrometers are being utilized on the STRV-2 to count
trapped protons and electrons and to demonstrate electron
counting. The STRV-2 APS and the Clementine SRA..M
spectrometers are both fahricated in 1.2 !J-II1 n-well technology
through MOS Implementation System (MOSIS).
The CMOS APS, along with readout circuits, is sl10wn
schematically in Figure 2 [4]. TIle pixel unit cell consists of
a photodiode (PD), a source-follower input transistor, a row
selection transistor and a row-reset transistor. At the bottom
of each column of pixels, there is a load transistor VLP aIHI
two output branches to store tlle reset and signal levels. Each
branch consists of a sample and hold capacitor (CS or CR)
with a sampling switch (Sl-fS or SHR) and a second source
follower with a column-selection switch (COL).
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IV. SRAM SPECTROMETER CALIBRATION
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Figure 2. APS CMOS photodiode pixel circuit schematic showing
pixel. with row reset and row select, and column sample and hold
capacitors.

The reset and signal levels are read out differentially,
suppressing l/f noise and fIxed pattern noise (not kTC noise)
from the pixel. If the signal levels are read out twice, once
before integration and once after integration, kTC noise is also
suppressed [6]. These readout circuits are common to an entire
column 01 pixels. The load transistors of the second set of
source followers (VLN) are cornmon to the entire array. In
operation a row is selected and the signal level V3 is stored on
CS. The row is then reset and reset level V4 is stored on CR.
Each column is then readout through a differential amplifIer
giving (V 3-V4). This voltage difference can be histogrammed
and a new row selected or stored in memory for kTC noise
suppression. For kTC noise suppression the row must be
readout twice each time it is selected [6]. The row is reset
again, after the fIrst col umn read and reset level V I is stored
on CR. The row reset is then turned off and signal level V2 is
stored on CS. Each column is then readout for the second time
giving (V2- V 1). For frame number n, pixel kTC noise is
suppressed by the following equation:
(1)
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The voltage v* is then histogrammed and the next row is
selected. Figure 3 shows these voltnge levels as a function of
time. This operation does not suppress CR and CS kTC
noise. For typical APS on-chip capacitor designs me CR and
CS kTC noise is about 0.3, in sigma, times the pixel kTC
noise without pixel kTC noise suppression. Test structures
designed to separate noise sources as a function of total
radiation dose are currently being tested.
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frame n+ 1

frame n

TIME, t

Figure 3, Pootodiode type APS kTC noise supperession voltage
measurement diagram sbowing reset levels V I and V4. and signal
levels V2 and V3.

Selected SRAMs from the Clementine flight fabrication
run were calibrated with protons. In effect, protons were used
to measure a Si equivalent dead layer or over layer thic.kness
and a Si charge collection layer thich.-ness for the Clementine
SRAM. TIle APS values are estimated for use in chip design.
Figure 4 shows the Clementine SRAM and STRV-2 APS
layer micknesses and the labeling convention used in modeling
calibration dam, where E2 is the particle energy above the
chip, AE3 == E2 - E3 is the energy lost in the over layer, and
AE4 == E3 - E4 is the energy deposited in the charge collection
layer.
PARTICLES f
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Figure 4. 1.2 ~m technology labeling convention and I:lyer
thicknesses used in modeling calibrations.

Proton energy as a function of range is computed using the
fit equation shown in Figure 5. This equation is derived from a
fit to the TRIM [7J computer code. The error bars indicate
longitudinal range straggling.
The Clementine proton spectrometer design, SRAM cell,
is an integral spectrometer [1]. All particles depositing more
than the threshold energy are counted. Representative chips
from the flight fabrication run were calibrated using the
CaItech Tandem Van de Graaff proton accelerator. Calibration
dam was taken at normal incidence with 0.75, 1.0, and 2.0
MeV protons. The mean value threshold energies, where half
the protons hitting a sensitive node, Dn2, are counted. These
mean values are plotted in Figure 6. The proton calibration
dam points are the mean values of the delta offset vollage,
A V p, where one-half the protons hitting a cell sensitive
VOlume cause the cell [0 flip. TIle delta offset voltage is the
operating offset voltage minus the spontaneous flip voltage.
The spontaneous flip voltage is the offset voltage value where
one-half the SRAM cells have spontaneously flipped. The
proton dam calibrated the 1.2 ~m technology SRAM at an
upset capacilance, CulK == 2.667 (MeV/V), where K == 44.2
(fC/MeV) for proton produced ionization per unit energy loss
in silicon.
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environment proton energy, El, and flux. The flux reduction
is given by the environment fractions, fe . The environment
fractions were computed willl ll1e Novice code from a 2TC-sr
omnidirectional fluence of 1.96E9 (prOlons/cm 2 -MeV) at all
energies (0.1 to 100 MeV) oUL<;ide llle shields. The pralOn
fluence is reduced by the amount fe inside the shields. The
resulting environment fractions as a function of proton energy
inside the shields is shown ill Figure 7. Tile I MeV wide
energy window is also shown.

A 0.62 ± 0.02
B 15.12
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C 1.639 ± 0.004
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Figure 5. Fit to TRIM generated proton range as a function of
energy in silicon. The error bars indicate longitudinal straggling.
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The measured energy, t.E4 shown in Figure 6, is given
by, t.E4 = (Cu/K) x (t. V p). The 1 MeV energy window
bracketing the injection peak, also shown in Figure 6, is the
measure of the SRAM response to protons in the space
environment. The response curves are computed by solving
the TRIM fit equation shown in Figure 5 for energy .6.E as a
function of range .6.R. The maximum cord lengths are .6.R3 =
6.78 Jllll and .6.R4 = 11.46 iJ.II1.
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Figure 7. Environmental fraction as a function of proton energy
inside lid shields. The 1 MeV wide proton sensitive window is
shown.

Table 1
External environment energy windows and internal environment
fractions, fe' as a function of shielding.
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Table 1 lisL<; the external environment energy windows,
Emin to Emax, measured in the 1 MeV wide energy window
shown in Figures 6 and 7, as a function of shield tllid.-ness.
The mean value of the environment fractions inside the energy
window are also listed in table 1.
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Figure 6. Clementine proton injection peak calibration curves
sbowing tbe flight energy thresbold and the I MeV wide energy
window above the fligbt thresbold.

V. CLElvlENTINE H..IGI-ITDATA
On Clementine the proton energy spectrum was measured
by counting protons in the 1 MeV wide energy window with
four chips each behind a different shielding thickness [2]. The
shields consisted of 10 mil kovar chip lids. The O-lid chip had
a hole drilled through its lid over the chip and the hole was
covered with a 1 mil aluminium equivalent aluminized kapton
dust cover. The chip-lid shields reduced the external

kovar shields
(ch# - mils)

Emin
(MeV)

Emax
(MeV)

PI
P2
P3
P4

2.16
lun
16.96
21.04

3.16
12.81
17 .96
22.04

-

0
10
20
30

fe mean value
(0.7-1.7 MeV)
, 0.261±0.031
0.072+0.009
0.047±0.007
0.037±0.006

The Clementine spectrometer is sensitized to protons for
100 seconds, every oilier 100 second period, for one hour,
giving an on time fraction, f on ' of 0.5. During the other 100
second period the threshold is lifted ahove the computed
injection peak value, shown in Figure 6 for protons, to
measure proton induced nuclear reactions. The energy window
width, t.E measured with prolons, also shown in Figure 6, is
1 MeV. The instrument is designed with a 2TC-sr field of view,
Q. The pixel sensitive area has an as drawn cross section, 0,
of 42.12 J..UTI2. Each pixel can only count one proton in each
100 second proton sensitive period and there are 18 sensitive

[519

periods each hour. There are 4096 pixels. NT, on each chip
and N is the measured number of counts per hour in each chip.
The spectrometer measured hourly fluence, F, in units of
(protonslcm 2 -sr-MeV-br) outside tbe shields is given by:
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Figure 8. Comparison of Clementine data to GOES-6 data during
the 21 Reb. 94 solar proton event. The proton spectrometer
sensitivity of one count per hour is shown.

(Emin + Emax)/2, listed in Table 1 for the Clementine
instrument and above for the GOES-6 instrument.

VI. APS SPECTROMETER CALIBRAnON
The panial charge collection from peripheral hits would
contaminate electron data. Both the Clementine SRAM and
the standard AP$ photodiode collect partial charge from
peripheral hits outside their sensitive nodes. The response to
alpha particles is shown in Figure 10. The partial charge
collection from hits outside the sensitive nodes makes these
designs unusable for electron counting. For this reason the
STRV-2 APS pixel is designed to suppress peripheral hit
charge collection by blocking charge diffusion paths to the
sensitive node. This is partially accomplished by placing the
pixels in a n-well. The well geometry changes the charge
collection thiclmess, as shown in Figure 4. All poly and metal
layers are removed from above the sensitive node reducing the
over layer thickness. The new thicknesses are estimated in
Figure 4 and used to compute the expected STR V-2 APS
response shown in Figure 11. The SRAM is an integral
spectrometer and the count curve, shown in Figure la, is the
derivative of the measured curve. The device voltage for the
SRAM is the offset voltage value for a given count
measurement TIle APS is a differential spectrometer and the
device voltage is the output voltage histogrammed in a
multichannel analyzer.
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Figure 10. SRAM :Jnd APS :Jlph:J p:Jrticle response showing p:Jrti:Jl
ch:Jrge collection from peripher:Jl hits outside the sensiti ve nodes.
The SRAM d:Jt:J is the deriV:llive of the measured counts.

Figure 9. Clementine spacecraft and GOES-6 external environment
proton energy (El) spectra on 21 Feb. 94.

Tbe Clementine spectrometer bourly Ouences, F from
Equation 2, and GOES-6 bourly Ouencies are plotted in Figure
8. The GOES-6 extemal-environment proton-energy windows.
Emin and Emax, are, PI = 0.6 to 4.2 MeV, P2 = 4.2 to 8.7
MeV, P3 = 8.7 to 14 MeV, and P4 = 15 to 44 MeV. The
Clementine and GOES-6 energy spectra for the tota! measured
fluence on 21 Feb. 94 are shown in Figure 9. The data point
energies, El, are taken at the center of the energy windows,

Particle identification regions are shown in Figure 11. The
measured energy in these regions is unique for each particle
type. The APS design is a differential spectrometer where the
pulse height associatetl with each measured energy is
histograrruned into a differential energy spectrum. This allows
the APS to operate with unity on-time fraction, fon . A 60°
cutoff angle is used to compute the maximum cord length
response in Figure 11. Reducing Ihis angle would decrease the
energy window widths.
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experimenl TIle differential spectrometer APS design approach
allows unity on time fraction operation. The APS noise floor
extends CMOS charged particle spectrometer methods into the
electron region. The STR V-2 flight will verify the APS
CMOS charged particle spectrometer as a low cost method of
collecting trapped charged particle dnrn for replacing AE8
electron and AP8 proton models, ule international radiation
standards used in earth orbiting spacecraft design.
-+- 3.6 MeV
energy

window

Fibure 11. APS n-well pixel, normal incident and 60° maximum
cord length, measured energy regions that are unique to each
particle type as a function of the particle E2 energy windows.

Tbe APS design extends CMOS spectrometers into the
electron region shown in Figure 11. The standard photodiode
APS design room temperature noise floor, without kTC noise
suppression, is measured with 5.9 keY X-rays and this is
compared to the SRAM spontaneous flip curve derivative in
Figure 12. The APS X-ray spectrum was taken after a 1 had
silicon total Co-60 dose. The APS noise is about one quarter
fixed pattern and three quarters in pixel, one half kTC and one
half all other sources including radiation induced dark current
shot noise. Tbe SRAM noise is fixed pattern dominated and
has no dark current shot noise componenL
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